
Acts which invalidate the salah 
Answers 

1. Indicate which of the following acts detract from the salah 

Scenario Invalid Valid

answering good news with the words “Alhamdulillah”, or bad 
news with “Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raajioon” etc. X

answering someone who sneezes by saying “Yarhamukallah” X

coughing without reason X

crying or wincing aloud in pain because of some wordly 
trouble X

dislodging food between ones teeth and swallowing it (valid 
unless it is larger than the size of a chickpea) X

doing sajdah on impurity X

dua for something one might easily ask of another person X

eating and drinking during the prayer X

excessive movement X

lamenting or moaning X

reciting directly from a copy of the Quran X

responding to someones salam with the words “wa alaykum 
al-salam” (except if one makes salam to finish the prayer) X

someone passes in front of the person praying without a sutra 
in between X

speech regardless of whether it comes out accidentally or 
whilst the one praying is momentarily asleep X

to look at and take in the meaning of some writing on the wall X
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2. Indicate which of the following acts are makruh in salah: 

to ward off the passer-by through making a sign X

turning the chest away from the qiblah X

Scenario Invalid Valid

Scenario Makruh
Not 
makruh

answering someones salam, or greeting with a motion of the 
hand X

counting on ones fingers the number of verses/tasbeeh 
recited (Imam Abu Yusuf and Muhammad say not makruh) X

fidgeting with ones clothes or body X

finger popping, knuckle cracking, fidgeting with hand on the 
stomach X

gathering ones clothes in salah in order to prevent it getting 
dusty X

keeping the eyes closed X

killing a snake or scorpion X

performing the prayer bare-headed (except that it is done 
out of humility) X

placing the forearms on the ground during sajdah (for a man) X

sitting cross-legged without excuse X

standing alone in a row during congregational prayer X

stretching to get rid of fatigue X

the imam standing on a platform X
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to clear gravel from the place of sajdah (except in the case 
where sajdah will be impossible to do without it) X

to perform prayer toward a Quran X

to perform prayer toward a suspended sword, candle or lamp X

to perform prayer while facing the back of someone who is 
engaged in conversation X

to sit like a dog, with the buttocks and the knees on the 
ground and the knees up against the chest X

turning the face right or left, with the chest remaining towards 
the qiblah X

twisting the hair into curls X

wearing clothing on which there are pictures of animals or 
human beings X

yawning X

Scenario Makruh
Not 
makruh
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